From the desk of Dr. A.K. Sinha

Dear Reader

Brimming with confidence, nimble-footed we have moved into the inviting frontiers of the Academic Session of 2019-20. These lines come loaded with the pride of our family as it rejoices in the élan of academic achievements in a charismatic combine of sports and cultural laurels.

While Delhi Public School Vadodara hoists its flag on the scholastic echelons of the national horizon, we feel humbled at the immense sense of responsibility that shall guide our steps ahead this session.

Wishing you all a pleasant break this summer.
The students of the Primary Section visited the famous **GIR NATIONAL PARK** that was once the private hunting ground of the Nawabs of Junagarh.

**Trip to Gir National Park**

“Nothing beats an exciting hands-on experience to deepen learning. The magic of the trip isn’t just the subject. It’s a break in routine and adventure that opens up children’s minds to new hands.”
Trip to Mysore, Bengaluru

It was a moment of excitement unbound when the students were taken for an exciting trip to Mysore and Bengaluru in March. The students took a flight to the destination and could spend their quality time with friends and teachers.

Tours offer learning that flows seamlessly and make efficient use of resources… builds on interest and enthusiasm.

It was indeed a bonding experience!
Yoga is the cure for all the stressful lives that we all live and teachers are no exception to it. They shed their stress by practising yoga.

Beginning of New Academic Session 2019-20

First day of the new academic session... was the beginning of yet another fresh day to venture into new books, new friends, new subject teachers, fresh hopes...new impressions... new promises.

Fledglings – ready for transition and experiences...
Delhi Public School Vadodara celebrated its 17th Foundation Day with unprecedented fanfare.

"Out of small threads are large tapestries woven..."

The dance movements captured the essence of music...
AWARDEES... Appreciation for outstanding performance...

Anyone can rise and achieve success if one is dedicated to and passionate about what one does!

Every corner of the school vibrated with enthusiasm with students’ activities!
Goddess Saraswati the light of knowledge, hope and peace...

The roots of true achievement lie in the will to become The BEST that you can become …

The alumni of Delhi Public School Vadodara refreshed their memories and were thrilled to return to their roots.

The Alumni Get Together to Ensure Good Health!

The young doctors owed their success and stature to their alma mater.
Pre-Primary Celebrations….

BLACK AND WHITE DAY!

Students dressed in BLACK AND WHITE enter the beautiful world of colours…

The Magic Show...

Magic leads children into their world of awe and wonder…
The greatest masterpieces were once only pigments on a palette...

Children express their emotions through painting.....

**SANDWICH DAY** was celebrated to reinforce the idea of healthy food and good eating habits.